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We introduce the concept of semantic multicast to implement a large-scale shared interaction
infrastructure providing mechanisms for collecting, indexing, and disseminating the information
produced in collaborative sessions. This infrastructure captures the interactions between users (as
video, text, audio, and other data streams) and promotes a philosophy of �ltering, archiving, and
correlating collaborative sessions in user and context sensitive groupings. The semantic multicast
service e�ciently disseminates relevant information to every user engaged in the collaborative
session, making the aggregated streams of the collaborative session available to the correct users
at the right amount of detail. This contextual focus is accomplished by introducing proxy servers
to gather, annotate, and �lter the streams appropriate for speci�c interest groups. Users are
subscribed to appropriate proxies, based on their pro�les, and the collaborative session becomes
a multi-level multicast of data from sources through proxies and to user interest groups.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Current networked collaborative activities usually consist of an \interaction stream"
broadcast over a single network channel { if users have an interest in the session,
they must participate in the entire event and process all broadcast information.
Furthermore, if a collaborative session involves multiple interactions from interre-
lated working groups, a user must participate in the full broadcast from all groups
to learn the interrelationship. This model of collaboration only supports two modes
of operation: a user either actively participates in the session or the user does not
participate at all. In actuality though, a collaborative session is one in which users
participate in varying levels at varying times and multiple working groups, or inter-
action streams, concurrently overlap. Minimal support, if any, exists to decompose
collaborative sessions among related working groups, �lter and share information
between groups, e�ciently recall speci�c discussions, support occasionally discon-
nected users, or augment the interaction streams with hooks to online information
repositories.
The semantic multicast concept introduced in this paper adds a level of \seman-

tic indirection" to the IP multicast model by introducing a logical dissemination,
enrichment, �ltering and archiving structure for making the streams of the collab-
orative session available to the correct users at the right amount of detail using
Internet multicast as the underlying communication mechanism. Section 2 dis-
cusses the architecture while Sections 3-5 discuss three main components of the
semantic multicast concept, viz. semantic multicast graph discovery, collaboration
data models, repositories and content extraction respectively.

2. ARCHITECTURE AND INFRASTRUCTURE

A collaborative session is comprised of the many streams of interaction arising in
the session that are disseminated to all users in various forms, and the users with
their specialized interests and abilities to participate in the collaboration. The goal
of semantic multicast is to create a logical dissemination, �ltering, and archiving
structure for making the streams of a collaborative session available to the correct
users at the right amount of detail and in an e�cient manner. Given a collab-
orative session of many overlapping streams, a semantic multicast graph (SMG)
establishes the ow of collaborative streams between interest groups. Nodes in the
graph represent ranges and qualities of semantic topics present in the collaborative
streams, and are allocated to a hierarchy of semantic proxy servers in the network
that performs incremental data archiving and �ltering for the semantic coverage of
the node. Users subscribe to the output of appropriate proxies, based on their pro-
�les, and the collaborative session becomes a multi-level processing and multicast
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Fig. 1. Semantic Multicast Architecture

of data from sources through proxies and to users clustered based on their interest
and capabilities. Figure 1 shows the semantic multicast architecture for �ltering,
archiving, and disseminating collaborative sessions as a combination of real-time
and non-real-time as well as annotated and summarized information streams.
Internet multicast de�nes a decentralized and scalable mechanism for distributing

entire data streams to dynamic user groups. Unfortunately, this network-level
multicast protocol enforces a single level of indirection for delivering group data - a
user either receives all data on the multicast stream or receives none. As a result,
without integrated application support to partition and �lter the information ows,
multicast will never emerge to truly interconnect users at varying levels of detail
and interest. Semantic multicast adds a level of "semantic indirection" to the IP
multicast model while exploiting the group communication model of IP multicast as
a basis for dissemination of information and control messages amongst the various
logical entities in the semantic multicast environment.

3. DYNAMIC SEMANTIC MULTICAST GRAPH DISCOVERY

Given a collection of user requests against a collaborative session of many over-
lapping streams, a semantic multicast graph (SMG) is automatically constructed
by a service assigner. A semantic multicast graph organizes user requests into a
hierarchy of group requests that represents an increasingly specialized range and
quality of semantic topics as one goes down the hierarchy. A SMG establishes a
logical ow of collaboration stream between interest groups. The proper construc-
tion of semantic multicast graphs with an evolving user base and its materialization
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amongst a set of proxy servers is central to the semantic multicast service.
Semantic multicast graph discovery involves the clustering of users with similar

pro�les that summarizes the level of interest he/she has on topics in the collabora-
tion. Terms in a user interest is speci�ed in the same weighted similarity ontologies
(i.e. structures that gather instance values and ranges into hierarchical similarity
classes) as that used to specify the metadata summarizing the scope of content in
information streams. Given a set of pro�les (or stream metadata) we can compute
the most speci�c generalization between elements of the set by using the similar-
ity ontologies which may be provided by domain experts (such as a thesaurus)
or automatically learned from samples of commonly co-occurring values [Dao and
Perry 1996]. In addition, user request clustering is also contingent upon the users
having similar computing and networking capabilities such as bandwidth budget so
that information may be transcoded appropriately (e.g., key frames extraction from
video) to limit resource utilization, and being located in a geographic neighborhood
so that IP multicast trees can be prevented from overlapping if possible.
Currently, semantic multicast graph discovery consists of three main steps. When

a new user request arrives, we (1) try to merge the request into an existing node
in the semantic multicast graph that covers the request, (2) try to expand an
existing SMG node that closely covers the request and merge them, and (3) as a
last resort, create a new node containing only the new request. These steps generate
a locally optimal clustering that is dependent on the order of user request arrival.
To overcome this weakness, nodes in semantic multicast graphs are periodically
merged and split o�ine in an attempt to achieve a globally optimal clustering.
Conceptual clustering of data has been studied extensively by the arti�cial intelli-

gence community as a means to extract hidden inference information [Fisher 1987],
and by the information retrieval community as a method to improve the quality
of query results [Charikar et al. 1997; Chu et al. 1996]. Semantic multicast graph
discovery di�ers in that the entities being clustered are user requests, and the goal
of the clustering is more than straightly to optimize the accuracy of clustering but
also to generate a structure that can be mapped into a proxy dataow environ-
ment that can e�ectively support dissemination of information to geographically
distributed users with vastly di�erent resource availability.

4. COLLABORATION DATA MODELING AND REPOSITORY

The goal of semantic multicast is not only to support real-time collaborative activ-
ities but also the capture of collaborative work sessions in a distributed multimedia
database for o�ine access and analysis. We utilize a formal model of collabo-
ration [Rajan et al. 1995; Dommel and Garcia-Luna 1997] that de�nes the roles
of participants, modes of interaction, and protocols for joining and leaving. This
model serves not only as the basis for the collaborative work middleware control of
a session but also as a part of the database schema for storing data captured dur-
ing a session. Additional schema information is required to describe the semantic
tags that are generated to support exible, intelligent access to the data. Where
necessary, control information (e.g., oor activity) will be captured also to support
playback.
The establishment of a session requires selection of an existing schema for collab-

oration (from the database) or creation of a new one. This schema is expanded to
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include the semantic information and views that are materialized by the analysis
tools that are to be invoked on the session streams. The analysis of the session
raw data results in indices to portions of the data and also views on the data. One
of the main goals is support of summary presentations that allow a participant to
get up to speed, or quickly review a past session. There are several approaches
to this: one is to compress data (e.g., video stream is compressed to a sequence
of key frames) and a second is to \project out" information that is not germane
to the current purpose. The latter exploits the user pro�le to determine topics of
particular interest. The combination of all proxy data repositories is a distributed
multimedia database. Since it is possible that data streams originating from vari-
ous sources for the same interaction may get stored at di�erent locations, a session
schema is implemented as a \global view" that spans multiple proxy repositories
and the corresponding playback capabilities will allow synchronization of related
component streams across distributed repositories.

5. CONTENT EXTRACTION AND CORRELATION

Collaborative sessions typically consist of several types of synchronized data streams,
primarily raw audio, video, text, and graphics data, along with other application-
speci�c data types. As part of its operation, semantic multicast aims to �lter,
archive, fuse and disseminate these data streams. However, many multimedia data
streams in their raw forms are not amenable to automated semantic interpreta-
tion [Zhang et al. 1995] and typically have to be enhanced with other features,
which are either manually created/attached or are extracted by analyzing the raw
data. Some of the enhancements and operations required to support the above func-
tionalities include the following: (1) content-based data stream analysis at proxies
in the network for metadata generation and �ltering, (2) addition of a synchro-
nized metadata channel accompanying raw data streams to assist �ltering at the
distributed proxies and archives, (3) creation of indices based on data semantics to
allow fast retrieval of desired session information as determined by user interests
and (4) summary creation to provide synchronization, review and browsing support
for the logically disconnected users.
Multimedia data stream annotations, indices and summaries are based on the

collaborative information model or schema as described in the earlier section and
are closely matched or tied to end-user interests expressed in terms of a user pro-
�le. Depending on the sophistication of the underlying processing operations, these
enhancements are produced in real-time, near real-time or non real-time with the
subsequent increase in processing complexity typically resulting in greater precision
in the operation involved [Zhou et al. 1998]. For example, processing operations
which are carried out at network proxies to support online user-interest based dis-
semination and �ltering will need to meet stringent real-time capabilities.
Content analysis of video and audio utilize a layered scheme with application-

dependent models necessary at higher layers for classi�cation based on application
semantics. Video structuring operations require the segmentation of video into log-
ical subunits comprising of a series of related scenes with common content [Tono-
mura et al. 1994]. In an approach involving mixed-media cues, features from video,
audio and other streams of data are utilized jointly to trigger analysis and locate
interesting events. For example, video processing techniques are used in conjunc-
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tion with speech signal analysis to automatically locate boundaries of shots, scenes
and conversations. In addition to annotation, another important functionality is
the indexing of the video in a given archive. Annotations that are generated as
described above can be utilized for indexing. Similarly, techniques to extract e�ec-
tive video summaries or abstracts that are concise versions of the video at di�erent
temporal resolutions in a real-time environment will also be part of the semantic
multicast system.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described the design of the semantic multicast service. Se-
mantic multicast extends various other approaches for dynamic information sharing,
including Internet multicast [RFC 1889 ; Floyd et al. 1995], information dissemina-
tion techniques, multimedia representation and storage [Dommel and Garcia-Luna
1997; Botafogo and Mosse 1995], and multimedia content extraction [Wactlar et al.
1996; Ahanger and Little 1996; Yeung and Yeo 1997]. A prototype of this large-
scale shared interaction infrastructure is currently being evaluated for a distance
learning application. Semantic multicast is designed to support e�ective dissemina-
tion of collaborative sessions over space and time (i.e., real-time and non-real-time)
and among a diverse user community. It promises to bring signi�cant bene�t to
many applications, including, but not limited to, distance learning and disaster
assessment.

Distance learning is de�ned as learning that takes place when the students and
the instructor are separated by space or time. Several aspects to distance learning
are closely related to our concept of semantic multicast. A typical learning scenario
is a multi-level one-to-many process wherein there is a single source (teacher) and
multiple recipients (students) of shared text, image, audio and video signals. Study
groups based on common interests and geographical location need to be supported
by e�ective group communication mechanisms such as IP multicast. The concept
of study groups also means that certain groups of students will be furthering the
standard course distribution with background material and exercises. The appli-
cation is rich in semantics as the students and/or study groups can have diverse
interests with de�nite overlaps, which clearly �ts our paradigm. Finally, distance
learning can be bene�ted by the indexing and summarization facility of semantic
multicast which allow archived material to be e�ectively retrieved at a later time.

Disaster assessment is concerned with bringing medical, monetary, and/or safety
reinforcement to areas devastated by natural (or man-made) events, such as earth-
quakes, oods, and civil unrest. In typical scenarios, reinforcement teams are sent
to independently administer relief to isolated points of the disaster area { these
teams independently interact but minimal collaboration occurs across the teams or
upward to higher levels of decision making. It is usually not until after the disaster
has been settled that the amount of redundant e�ort and shared lessons/information
is identi�ed. Semantic multicast allows di�erent teams to be connected to the same
overall collaborative session so that the close interactions among members of one
team are continually analyzed, abstracted, summarized, and disseminated to other
teams encountering similar circumstances and needs.
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